QCC

Quick Change Core
Now the most innovative maximum security locking system on earth offers unparalleled
flexibility. BiLock now gives you both key control and core control with the Quick Change
Core (QCC).
Now featured in the Niagara Casino, Canada and Australia’s Crown Casino, Sydney’s Star City
Casino, our QCC range of switch and cam locks has been expanded to include a wide
architectural range.

Star City - Sydney

The QCC can easily be removed from your hardware for maintenance or recombination
without disassembling the lock. Rekeying a lock can be as simple as withdrawing a cylinder
and replacing it with another - in seconds! You can even shift the QCC between different types
of locks for example, knobs to switch locks, mortise to knob locks, switch locks to cam locks etc.
Every QCC is identical with the exception of pinning combinations, where requested.

QCC Key Features
▲ Uniquely dual bladed and “U” shaped.
▲ Each side of the key is cut differently and engages its own set of pin tumblers and side bar.
101 Collins Street - Melbourne

▲ The uncut key is cut and formed with proprietary equipment at the factory or by one of our
140 authorised agents throughout the world.
▲ The coloured key head offers simple colour coded master keying capabilities.
▲ The BiLock system requires key registration that is strictly enforced with keys only
duplicated with authorisation.
Simplicity - easy use and minimum maintenance.
Durability - fewer moving parts and a stronger key.

Museum of Australia - Canberra

Tamper Resistance - a high level of pick resistance and legal protection.
Flexibility - over 17 million combinations in either standard or QCC options.
Compatibility - BiLock QCC New Generation and standard cylinders can retrofit most hardware.
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